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Introduction 

§  Neural language models have recently gained in popularity 
● Efficiently learn low-dimensional representations of words (word2vec) 
● A number of applications outside NLP (graph mining, smartphone apps, …) 

§  We consider learning distributed representations for documents 
● Prior work using neural models by Le and Mikolov (paragraph2vec) 

§  What if relationships between documents exist? 
● Our motivation: Model click-through logs on Yahoo News 
● Answers in a common thread, web pages visited by a user 

§  We propose an efficient, highly flexible                                        
neural language model that can capture                                          
such information 



Word and document embeddings 

§  Find appropriate representation to get meaningful insights and to be 
able to apply machine learning methods on such data  
§  Many methods used in practice 
● Bag-of-words, probabilistic LSA, Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

§  Neural language models 
● Probabilistic predictions of a word given the surrounding ones 
● Efficient training using recently proposed word2vec 
● Extended to document representation using paragraph2vec 

§  For our use case the methods not fully applicable 
● e.g., assume temporally close streaming documents are similar 
● How to add such constraints? 



Neural language models 

§  User specifies neighborhood size and dimensionality of a word 
§  Continuous bag-of-words 
 
 
 
§  Skip-gram 

§  Trained efficiently using hierarchical soft-max or negative sampling 
(Mikolov et al., NIPS 2013) 



Neural language models for document representation 

§  paragraph2vec assumes additional “paragraph vector”, always in 
neighborhood of each word (Le and Mikolov, ICML 2014) 
§  As we scan input text during training, this vector is always updated 



The proposed method 

§  The existing approaches do not consider document interactions 
§  Solution: Hierarchical Document Vector (HDV) model 



Methodology 

§  More specifically, we maximize the following function 

● We model word probabilities given its document (in addition to surrounding words) 
● We model document probability given surrounding documents 
● Hyperparameter α trades off between optimization of document and word sequences 

§  The optimization problem is solved using stochastic gradient descent 



Experiments – Movie genre categorization 

§  We combined MovieLens and IMDB data 
● MovieLens: ratings for 10,000 genre-specified movies generated by 70,000 users 
●  IMDB: synopsis for each movie 

§  Filtered all movies that were rated 3 or below (on a scale 1 to 5), 
ordered them chronologically per user by rating’s timestamp 
● Movie sequence treated as “document context”, synopsis as “document content” 

§  We learned movie representations using the following algorithms 
● LDA (content only) 
● paragraph2vec (content only) 
● word2vec (context only) 
● HDV (content + context) 

§  We set dimensionality to D = 100 and neighborhood size to b = c = 5 



Experiments – Movie genre categorization 

§  Having learned the movie representations, we use them as an input 
to a classification algorithm 
● Each movie labeled as “horror”, “action”, “comedy”, … 
● We used linear Support Vector Machine as a binary classifier 

● word2vec achieved higher accuracy than paragraph2vec 
● HDV outperformed the competing approaches (due to advantage of both context and 

content modeling) 



Experiments – Large-scale document representation 

§  We generated data set using 4 months of Yahoo News click logs 
● Nearly 200,000 distinct news stories 
● For a sample of Yahoo users, we sorted read news stories by the timestamp 
● More than 80 million news sequences generated in this way 

§  We illustrate a wide potential of this approach for online applications 
● Keyword suggestion 
● Document retrieval 
● Document tag recommendation 
● Document recommendation 
● News topic classification 



Experiments – Large-scale document representation 

§  Given a query keyword, suggest related keywords 

§  Given a query keyword, suggest related news articles 



Experiments – Large-scale document representation 

§   Given a news article, suggest related keywords 

§  Given a news article, suggest related news articles 



Experiments – Large-scale document representation 

§  We used linear SVM to classify news articles into one of 19 first-level 
topic tags from Yahoo’s internal interest taxonomy 
● e.g., labels such as “home & garden” or “science” 
● Results after 5-fold cross validation 

§  The comparison with the competing approaches is given below 

● HDV outperformed the competing approaches 



Conclusion 

§  We presented a flexible, efficient unsupervised learning framework to 
model the latent structure of streaming documents 
● Jointly modeling document context and document content 

§  Straightforward to extend to additional layers of hierarchy 
● e.g., we can model user relationships and learn their representations 

§  The method was evaluated on public and proprietary data 
● On the movie data we verified the usefulness of learned representations 
● On the news data we showcased vast application potential of the method 



Thank you! 

§  Questions? 


